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Dear Parent/ Carer 

As we approach the end of week 1 of home learning, I hope that your young person is managing to 

settle into their new routines. 

Challenges this week have been around global issues with Microsoft Teams as well as general 

connectivity issues. Despite these challenges, pupils have responded extremely well to the daily 

check-ins we have set up with register teachers and also are building confidence in using the 

technologies and not giving up if things are not working straight away.  They should continue to 

email their teachers if they are unsure and use the chat function responsibly on the Teams they are 

members of. 

We are continuing to work with families to look at solutions to the ongoing connectivity issues of 

living in a rural Scotland.  Thanks to those of you who completed last week’s form. A number of 

devices have been issued and Mrs Clarke (DHT ), our Guidance Team along with other members of 

our Extended Pupil Support Team have been following up with a number of you to get a better 

understanding of what the difficulties are. 

Connectivity has also been an issue for some staff this week, including myself and thank you for 

your patience with this if you have been experiencing similar issues.   

Our focus has been very much on Digital Solutions, however I am conscious that your young 

person, may require some stationary items.  If they need pens, pencils, paper or a general jotter to 

do work in, we have supplies available on a table inside the front entrance for people to help 

themselves.   

I am looking at pick up points out in the community to save you making any unnecessary trips into 

town and will up-date you when these are confirmed. 

Where essential resources are required to complete coursework, pupils have been contacted 

directly to arrange a pickup. 
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SQA and Assessments 

Some seniors have been asking about SQA matters and the latest advice from them is quoted 

below: 

‘’The priority for schools and colleges during January should be to maximise learning and teaching 
time. Given the move to remote learning and the challenges learners face, the assessment of 
learner evidence cannot be undertaken unless young people have the foundation of teaching and 
learning of course content. This will impact on the timing of assessment, which can take place in the 
later stages of the 2020-21 session.” 

There is updated information on the SQA website and the link  to the Parent and Learner is 
https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/96381.html. 

At this point in time, seniors should focus on the course work which is being issued.  This will help 
prepare them for any future assessments. As communicated before Christmas the planned prelim 
diet has been cancelled and as such seniors should not be worrying about these at this time. 

Keeping in touch 

As ever 2-way communication is vital and please remember to contact our Guidance staff as a first 

port of call if you have specific queries or concerns. 

Guidance Staff  

Craigston House  
Mrs Vicki Ferguson (PT Guidance):  vicki.ferguson@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 
 
Delgaty House  
Ms Emma Marshall ( PT Guidance) :  emma.marshall@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 
 
Forglen House 
Mrs Brenda Grant ( PT Guidance ) :   brenda.grant@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 
 
Hatton House  
Mrs Karen Tetlow ( PT Guidance :   Karen.tetlow@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 
 
If you have a general query please contact the school turriff.aca@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 
 

And finally……. 

A message for your young person – we will get through this by working together. 

The most important thing is that you all stay safe and well and think not only about schoolwork but 

also your Health and Wellbeing.  While it is important to connect regularly with your teachers and try 

to complete the work that is being provided, don’t panic if your internet drops out or you are 

struggling, you can only do what you. Keep in touch with your teachers and get in touch with your 

guidance teacher if you need to.  

Take care all and stay safe. 

Regards 
 

 
 
Ms L Menzies 
Head Teacher 
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